The Inazuma Eleven Go games are not the only athletic endeavors possible with this series. The Inazuma Eleven Go Strikers
2013 Trainer offers an alternate way to challenge your tactical acumen and become a phenomenally successful athlete. This is a
new and innovative product for sports fans of all ages, and we encourage you to check it out. #HowItWorks The target is
represented by twelve stationary hoops set in two rows of six: these targets will be referred to as Row 1 and Row 2 respectively.
A target will score if the ball goes through the ring without bouncing off any other hoops or landing out of bounds. The Strikers
Stages are managed by two players, one on each team. Each team selects seven Strikers to participate in the match. The Strikers
available for selection are the six first-team members along with their reserves plus one randomly selected Legend Player,
whose skills are unknown to the opposing player. There is no limit to the number of Strikers that can be selected or used for this
game, so all current teams may use them as they please. The Strikers are available for selection during the game play. To select a
Stiker, press the desired Stiker's card to bring up their portrait and then press the corresponding shoulder button. Once all seven
Strikers have been selected, press 'Start' on the main menu screen to begin the match. To begin a match, each player selects a
team of four from their first-team members plus one randomly selected Legend Player from their reserves, which will be
performed by pressing A on all six of these cards simultaneously. As explained above, there is no limit on how many of these
cards may be used. The objective of the game is to score as many points as possible by shooting the ball through all twelve
hoops using all seven Strikers selected. The maximum number of points that may be scored in a match is 200. Note that points
are scored for shots made just after the ball has passed through any hoop, so if the ball crosses over inside the hoop but does not
bounce off it, or if it goes out of bounds, none of those shot will be counted. Similarly the point count excludes the ball being
deflected by any other hoop during its path to a clear scoring target, even if it exits play entirely afterwards.
The Legend Player is depicted as a blue silhouette with an icon of the Strikers' badge on the left sleeve. During the game, this
Legend Player can attack or block by pressing B on its card or by moving onto the field and pressing A. The Legend Player will
attempt to recreate a match's greatest plays from memory and use this knowledge to make a play at every opportunity. The only
limitation to use of this card is that one player can be selected as a Legend Player, and no more than one may be used per match.
The previously-mentioned "Legend" players are not fully human, but instead possess magical powers that allow them to go
beyond normal human limits for athleticism.
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